Diagnosis of composite materials in aircraft applications: towards a UAV active thermography inspection approach
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ABSTRACT

Diagnosis and prognosis of failures for aircrafts’ integrity are some of the most important regular functionalities in complex and safety-critical aircraft structures. Further, development of failure diagnostic tools such as Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) techniques, in particular, for aircraft composite materials, has been seen as a subject of intensive research over the last decades. The need for diagnostic and prognostic tools for composite materials in aircraft applications rises and draws increasing attention. Yet, there is still an ongoing need for developing new failure diagnostic tools to respond to the rapid industrial development and complex machine design. Such tools will ease the early detection and isolation of developing defects and the prediction of damages propagation; thus allowing for early implementation of preventive maintenance and serve as a countermeasure to the potential of catastrophic failure. This paper provides a brief literature review of recent research on failure diagnosis of composite materials with an emphasis on the use of active thermography techniques in the aerospace industry. Furthermore, as the use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) for the remote inspection of large and/or difficult access areas has significantly grown in the last few years thanks to their flexibility of flight and to the possibility to carry one or several measuring sensors, the aim to use a UAV active thermography system for the inspection of large composite aeronautical structures in a continuous dynamic mode is proposed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Composite materials have been utilized for various machining and industrial processes since last decades until now. Composite materials are so called because they are formed from two or more materials, one of which, the fibre, is scattered in a continuous matrix phase. The two materials work together so that they provide different material properties from the properties of the original elements on their own [1]. Though most airplanes today are made out of aluminum, composite materials such as those materials made from carbon fibres, glass fibres, and Kevlar, to name few, are widely used in the aircraft industry. For instance, glass fibres were first employed in aircraft, by Boeing, in the 1950s. Also, Boeing 787 Dreamliner was the first commercial airplane to be built from more than 50% composite materials, mostly carbon fibre composites. Since 2014 or so, there have also been a noticeable increase in the use of composite materials in aircraft industry compared with the other materials, as shown in figure 1. The greatest advantage of composite materials usage is the lower-weight planes. For instance, they are stronger, yet lightweight than aluminium. This weight reduction will lead to more fuel-efficient planes that will require less fuel to propel themselves forward. High strength-to-weight ratio, also known as specific strength, is another advantage of the composites and as a result are incredibly stronger than the other metals used in aircraft manufacturing. Hence, they can resist compression loads and do not easily break under tension conditions.
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Composite materials are also insusceptible to corrosion due to harsh chemical components, and their resistant to many highly reactive chemicals. Further, they can incredibly handle the exposure to severe weather conditions including a wide variation in temperature. This is very important in the aircraft industry as the most essential parts of any airplane made out of composite materials will neither grow nor shrink or change as a result of varying environmental conditions. Design flexibility represents another big advantage of composite materials over the other metals. Composites can be formed and/or made into just about the required shape. For instance, a single oddly shaped piece of composite can replace many pieces made out of other materials. This helpful characteristic lead eventually not only to cut down the maintenance cost but also reduce the total cost over the lifetime of planes.

![Used Materials in Aircraft Industry 1985-2014](image)

Figure 1. Used Materials in Aircraft Industry 1985-2014 [2].

Nevertheless, composite materials have revolutionized the aviation industry, they have, however, their own limitations compared with the alternative materials; higher initial cost for aircraft and component manufacturers compared with the other metals is perhaps the biggest one. This high initial cost is mainly attributed to the high price of fibres and the complicated manufacturing processes. Another drawback is that the prediction of failure time for the internal structure of any composite aircraft piece cannot easily be made. This, in turn, leads to very costly and difficult damage inspections. Also, during the inspections, delamination may occur, layers of composite separate, as a result of an impact to the composite piece. As consequence of this, water may penetrate to the delaminated composite piece, causing serious problems, in particular, when water freezes and thaws. Unlike, for instance, aluminium, most of standard composite materials used in aircraft industry do not conduct electricity, and therefore they cannot prevent, for example, lightning from being directed to the fuel tanks. However, it was reported that composites were integrated with wire mesh to fix this problem; this method was first used in 787 aircrafts. The existence of resin in the manufactured composite materials is reported as one of the causal factors behind the catastrophic failure. At temperatures below 65°C, resin weakens the composites and yet it may also lead to aircraft failure when temperatures reach even as above as 150°C.

As it can be seen the use of composites in aircraft industry does present some engineering and maintenance challenges. This involves damage inspections and diagnosis that may lead to costly manufacturing and repairs. With more and more commerce and business being conducted every day in this field, analysis of data for detecting and repelling damage of composites is paramount to every aircraft company. To directly tackle and respond to the lack of the engineering improvement for the damage inspection techniques for composites in aircraft industry, off the shelf, tremendous work over a number of recent years was undertaken. Though several attempts were made to summarize this intensive number of published works it is still unfortunately scattered here and there.
2. FAILURE INSPECTIONS FOR COMPOSITE MATERIALS

Failure inspections or failure diagnosis can be defined as the process of analyzing physical parameters, associated with the structure, for the purpose of determining structure integrity [3]. Failure diagnosis involves the prediction of damage onset on a structure when subjected to loads and environmental conditions. Failure may consist permanent damages such as structural deformations (plastic deformation), or lack of functionality [3]. It is worth mentioning that crack/damage onset does not mean the final form or catastrophic failure of the structure. To keep, for instance, aircrafts functioning at optimal levels, condition monitoring of structural components (e.g., composites) is important because any wear, if not caught in time, will often progress to more serious damage affecting the adjacent parts. A short review of NDT and other failure diagnosis methods, which are possibly viable for composites in aircraft applications, to evaluate a specific type of damage identification is presented.

NDT refers to a method of detecting internal flaws in engineering materials without breaking them [4-5]. It can also be defined as the use of non-invasive technique to determine the integrity of a material, component or structure or quantitatively measure some characteristics of an object. It is very broad interdisciplinary field that plays a vital role in analysing the properties and parameters of any material [5]. Advantages of NDT methods include:

- Analysis of parts can be done without breaking them.
- Cost saving procedure.
- Improve the quality of production.
- Saves time in product evaluation.
- Evaluation can be done at manufacturing stage or in service stage.
- Portable mode of inspection.
- Surface defects and inside defects can be easily evaluated.

NDT techniques can be classified in many ways such as Conventional and Advanced methods, Passive and Active techniques or Contact and Non-Contact methods, etc., to name a few. Conventional techniques are the NDT methods that have well-established and fully matured over the past decades. Yet, they are described as well-documented techniques in terms of codes, standards, and best practices. In contrast, advanced methods are very limited in use as they tend to be less understood due to either uncertain advantages or limitations, lack of laborious qualification criteria, or little to no industry codification.

With the passive approach, NDT methods, e.g., acoustic emission, are used to investigate different materials/structures by reflecting their internal energy using proper physical fields, whilst in the case of the active approach an external stimulus source (forced physical field such as heat, force, cold air gun, etc.) is used. Contact NDT type is commonly used in construction industry where, for instance, transducers are directly attached to the materials or structures under test, e.g., Ultrasonic testing. In the Non-contact methods, data are collected without the need for a direct accessibility to the surface of the structure being tested, e.g., thermography test.

Classification NDT techniques based on the category of contact or non-contact methods is presented in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contact Methods</th>
<th>Non-Contact Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traditional Ultrasonic Testing</td>
<td>Air-Coupled Ultrasonic Testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acoustic Emission</td>
<td>Radiography Testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eddy Current Testing</td>
<td>Thermography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic Testing</td>
<td>Shearography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electromagnetic</td>
<td>Holography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid Penetrant</td>
<td>Visual Inspection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Attempts were made to evaluate the integrity conditions of composites in aircraft applications using NDT techniques. In the literature, a number of case studies for failure diagnosis in composite materials are well described. An extensive review of the use of NDT methods for material inspections was made by Gholizadeh [6]. Another review for non-destructive testing and evaluation (NDT&E) methods applied in inspections of structural aircraft components was presented in [7]. In this review, applications of Visual and Penetrant Inspection, Tap-Testing, Eddy Current Inspection, Shearography, Thermography, Acoustic Emission Testing, and Ultrasonic Inspection were highlighted. More reviews on the use of NDT techniques for the composite materials, were also well documented [8-9]. Towsyfyan et al. [10] highlighted in sufficient details the success and challenges of different certified NDT methods that are applicable for damage detection and characterization in composite laminates used in the aircraft primary and secondary structures. Ehrhart et al. [11] summarized the NDT techniques that are, in particular, possibly viable for adhesively bonded composite materials. The summary focused on typical defects and quality management of composites, used in aerospace industry and substrates’ applications, throughout the product life cycle.

3. APPLICATIONS OF THERMOGRAPHY FOR AIRCRAFT COMPOSITES

Detection of defects using Infrared Thermography (IRT) has been the topic of investigation by several researchers [12-15], employing different approaches in order to perform aircraft composites inspection and evaluation. The selection of the thermal excitation sources has to be given a paramount of importance. The reason behind this is that for the selection of proper thermal stimulation sources, factors such as clearance and accessibility of the samples, available power consumption, inspection cost, limitations, etc., to name a few, are considered. This has represented one interesting area of further research until today’s date, and hence a number of studies have been undertaken to investigate the potential for improving/developing upon the existing thermal excitation methods.

To directly tackle and respond to the lack of this engineering improvement, some studies have shredded light on the use of Microwave Thermography (MWT) and Material-Based Thermography approaches. To generate the required heat, the former basically employs electromagnetic radiation microwaves with high frequencies ranging from 300 MHz to 30 GHz [16]. The latter is based on either exploiting some specific properties of samples under examination and accordingly assess the internal health integrity; this method is known as a Direct Material-Based Thermography (DMT) or adding some thermos-resistive components to the composites at the manufacturing stage, which will work as an internal thermal stimulation when thermography tests are performed; this approach is known as an Indirect Material-Based Thermography (DMT) [17]. It is worth mentioning that the application of MWT method in aerospace industry has only been introduced in the recent years. And there are other several promising approaches that have also been used in aircraft composites inspection, apart from pulsed thermography (PT), lock-in thermography (LT) and vibro thermography (VT), that are the most common ones: laser-line thermography (LLT) or laser-spot thermography (LST), ultrasonic stimulated thermography (UST), and eddy current stimulated thermography (ECST), to name a few.

From there, several attempts were made to develop new methods to improve the overall performance of thermographic techniques. For example, for better image contrast, and accordingly improved damage identification, Thermographic Signal Reconstruction (TSR) has been applied to Step Heating Thermography (SHT) and Long Pulse Thermography (LPT) for damage inspections in composites [18]. Furthermore, Frequency Modulated Thermography (FMT) method (time domain and frequency domain representations) to analyse an acquired data from CFRP samples has shown that the use of frequency domain (phase) method led to improvement in resolution and high sensitivity for damage detection [19].

As it can be seen that the literature, indeed, abounds with numerous attempts made not only to improve the existing thermography methods for the evaluation of aircraft composites but also to develop new techniques. However, these attempts were not only limited to the improve and/or develop new inspection tools rather they show that there are as well some studies have applied some well-established techniques for NDT diagnostics. For instance, assess the health status of aircraft composites using transient thermal NDT and identify failure modes such as impact damage, drilling induced defects, delaminations, etc have been successfully investigated. Real time monitoring has been achieved and from there the employment of specifically designed robotic (ground and/or aerial) platforms for autonomous infrared thermographic inspection of aircraft composites is the main aim in order to provide a reliable, rapid and robust tool for detection and characterization of different damages within aircraft materials.
4. UAV ACTIVE THERMOGRAPHY INSPECTION APPROACH

Large structures can be inspected using a dynamic configuration. This is the so-called line scan thermography (LST), where the camera and the heat source move in tandem (the camera records thermograms right after heating) with respect to the surface of the component, which is normally static while being inspected. This can be performed for example by mounting the camera and source in a robot or a 2-axis actuator. LST allows to inspect large and/or complex shaped components faster than classical static IRT. It is an excellent option for quality control during production.

For in-service inspection, the ideal situation would be to inspect an aircraft without the need of removing any component. The LST system would require in this case a huge robotic arm or several smaller robots properly installed and properly distributed to cover all the areas of the plane that need to be inspected. Alternatively, a dynamic system moving “freely” around the aircraft and performing the inspection of all the areas of interest in a fast and effective manner can be conceived, this is where an UAV system becomes interesting.

UAVs and IRT are a perfect match for the contactless survey of thermal phenomena of either large and/or otherwise inaccessible areas, or to ease the inspection of large structures of difficult access. The use of UAV-IRT systems have been explored in the examination of numerous applications. In all these cases, the passive approach has been employed, i.e. the observation of thermal phenomena without the use of external energy stimulation, with the assumption that the features of interests (plants, building materials, PV cells) will naturally produce thermal gradients that can be clearly isolated from the scene or background. This assumption is valid in many cases, such as building inspection (e.g. detection of thermal bridges, air leakages, moisture or humidity); precision agriculture (e.g. monitor nutriments levels or lack of water in crop fields; quality assessment of large structures (e.g. inspection of photovoltaic panels farms, wind turbines); or for surveillance applications (e.g. people or animal surveillance).

Figure 2. Line Scan Thermography (LST) approach.

Figure 3. Schematic of UAV IRT Validation for the inspection of actual aircraft.
There are however some problems/limitations to take into consideration: the drone has to carry the IR camera, possibly (ideally) a visible camera and a heat source. Both cameras can be feed by battery with decent autonomy. The heating source, however, consumes considerable amounts of energy and would be difficult to operate for long periods through a battery. One possibility is to separate the heat source from the drone and operate it independently from a grounded power supply. Another possibility is to have the UAV permanently connected to a power cable, which will assure a constant power supply. In the case of integrating the thermal excitation source to the UAV, it is important to analyse the weight and power consumption that will allow you to understand the UAV’s flight time and trajectory. The other main objectives are as follows:

- To understand the effective thermal transfer from source to target.
- To understand the thermal stability characteristics of the source.
- To establish design / development direction of active heat source.

To incorporate the proposed lamp a housing needs to be developed, which is electrically safe and impact resistant. The first method used was to design a bespoke mounting unit which will hold the socket and the bulb onboard the UAV. An efficient way to manufacture complex shapes for rapid prototyping is by using a commonly used 3D printing method known as fused deposition modelling (FDM). This method uses thermoplastic, which is a material than can be cooled shaped and heated without any change in their chemical or mechanical properties. At an elevated temperature the material can be moulded into complex required shaped.

5. MACHINE LEARNING APPROACH

Machine learning algorithms have been employed to improve the feasibility of IRT for the inspection of composites. Example of this was the research work undertaken by Saeed et al. [20]. Artificial Neural Network (NN) was integrated with a line-scan thermography to detect different defects depth. This configuration was applied to specifically designed CFRP coupons with embedded and flat bottom holes’ defects. Prior to the experimental analysis using the proposed NN method, a Multiphysics FEM simulation model of the inspection process was run to generate some training datasets for the assessment of the developed NN structure in a deterministic (noise free) environment. It was concluded that the detection accuracy of the proposed NN for the simulated data and the experimental data was 97% and 90% respectively.

In order to achieve a successful and accurate training through a machine learning technique, thousands of annotated training samples are required. This is a relatively straightforward procedure in areas such as biomedical image processing. However, in the case of NDT, especially in the aerospace sector, it is more challenging to prepare such a huge data base.

![Figure 4: Main steps for defect classification based on machine learning.](image-url)
The main steps for the classification of the defects from the thermographic inspections based on machine learning, is also proposed (see figure 4) and intended to be used once sequences of images are acquired from the UAV thermography inspections. U-Net is a deep learning Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based technique that has been proven reliable and efficient for a wide variety of applications. The U-Net structure consists of a contracting path to capture context and a symmetric expanding path that enables precise localization. It has been shown that by use of this architecture the network trained with just few images.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper provided a brief literature review of recent research on failure diagnosis of aircraft composites with an emphasis on the use of active thermography techniques. Furthermore, as the use of UAVs for the remote inspection of large and/or difficult access areas has significantly grown in the last few years thanks to their flexibility of flight and to the possibility to carry one or several measuring sensors (including thermal infrared systems), the aim to develop a UAV active thermography approach for the inspection of large aircraft composite structures in a continuous dynamic mode was proposed. Next steps include the use of this UAV inspection approach on aerospace composites and in parallel the machine learning approach presented developed fully from the data of the UAV thermography inspections, aiming to autonomous and effective in-service aircraft inspections. This will contribute to reducing the time and cost of NDT composite inspections.
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